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Turner, Alexander Chase 
Doctoral course student 
' Department of Mechanical Engineering and Science 
I am a great fan of new-student gatherings. If done well, these 
events provide students with a wonderful opportunity to make 
new仕iendsand exchange new ideas. For this reason, I was very 
excited for the one-day Kobe field trip and orientation for new in-
ternational students in the college of engineering. Unfortunately, 
there were aspects of the trip that were not as good as they could 
have been. I stil had a nice time and was able to meet new and 
interesting people, but I think that for future trips, a few things 
could stand to be improved. 
The trip began with the rather long bus ride to Kobe. For a !on-
ger仕ip,this wouldn’t have been a problem, but for a one day trip, 
getting to and from Kobe ended up taking about 3 hours, or about 
a third of the entire fieldむip. After reaching our initial destina-
tion, there was the of1cial orientation session. A former interna-
tional student who is now a current faculty member at Kyoto Uni-
versity gave a presentation on al the necessary registration 
procedures that new students would have to complete. This would 
have been宣neif the students hadn’t already completed a majority 
of the procedures mentioned by the speaker. The orientation was 
then followed by al of the students and al of the faculty members 
introducing themselves. This was maybe the best part of the day. 
Although very simple, these introductions were one of the few 
chances for students to find out about people they didn’t already 
know. If possible, this type of interaction should be extended, with 
students forced to talk with people outside of their own self-formed 
groups. From my experience, students in a group ful of s位angers
will gravitate to others who are similar to them. In this case, stu 
dents formed groups based on shared language, with the English 
speaking studenぉformingone group and Chinese speaking stu-
dents forming another. So for improved international exchange, I 
think some sort of forced activity isnecessary. 
A quick lunch followed the orientation session, and after that we 
were back on the bus to go to the Kobe Fruit and Flower Park. If 
it weren’t for the weather, this would have been a nice plac巴to
visit. Unfortunately, it was rather cold and windy that day, and 
students ended up spending most of their time indoors. Students 
were also invited to attend a monkey show at the park, but I 
chose not toparticipate, soI cannot comment on that aspect of the 
trip. After a few hours at the park itwas time to leave and head 
back to campus. 
As I mentioned before, I did have a nice time on the trip and was 
able to make new friends. I just think some improvements can be 
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